A DAY AT WORK

SOLUTION

CZ

MONEY...

YOU SAY?

Indeed.

However, Nazarick does not contain the goods used for trade in the human world.

Therefore...

Ainz-sama and Narberal are now conducting investigations in a human village.

What they've discovered is that this thing called "money" is indispensable for trade with humans.

But we don't know much about humanity...

As much as possible,

We must give our strength to help Ainz-sama accumulate this thing called "money".

Simple
AINZ-SAMA is worried about this thing called "standing out"...

DON'T you think...

SHOWING off this "SHINY TREASURE" would attract a lot of unwanted attention?

SHOULD be valuable

IS THAT so...

YURI-NEE-SAMAAA!

THOSE... ARE those the leftovers from your meals? who would want to buy those anyway?

THEN, how about this?
Is with "work"!

This taste is just too good...

Delicious

Well, about that...

Entoma, you...

Where did you get this meat from?
ARA ARA, DEMIURGE-SAMA, WHAT DO YOU NEED?

AH, IT'S JUST THAT THE NUMBER OF CORPSES FROM THE SUNLIGHT SCRIPTURE SEEMS TO HAVE DECREASED...

did someone take them for experiments without telling me?

I'm sorry, asahabyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy!
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